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ABSTRACT

1

Millions of arguments are shared on the web. Future information
systems will be able to exploit this valuable knowledge source and
to retrieve arguments relevant and convincing to our specific need—
all with an interface as intuitive as asking your friend “Why . . . ?”.
Although recent advancements in argument mining, conversational
search, and voice recognition have put such systems within reach,
many questions remain open, especially on the interface side. In
this regard the paper at hand presents the first study of argument
search behavior. We conduct an online-survey and a focused user
study, putting emphasis on what people expect argument search
to be like, rather than on what current first-generation systems
provide. Our participants expected to use voice-based argument
search mostly at home, but also together with others. Moreover,
they expect such search systems to provide rich information on
retrieved arguments, such as the source, supporting evidence, and
background knowledge on entities or events mentioned. In observed
interactions with a simulated system we found that the participants
adapted their search behavior to different types of tasks, and that
up-front categorization of the retrieved arguments is perceived as
helpful if this is short. Our findings are directly applicable to the
design of argument search systems, not only voice-based ones.

“Why?” is a question we are frequently asked, ask others, and ask
ourselves. Why don’t you buy an electric car? Why should I vote for
her? Why should I not get a duck as a pet? Suitable answers include
one or more arguments that are relevant to answer the question,
possibly enriched with counter-arguments to a stance intended in
the question or other anticipated arguments; e.g.: Ducks eat these
annoying snails and do not really need a pond.
Continued advancements in argument mining [6] and voice interfaces [18] may soon allow for similar conversations with machines,
but with instant access to a huge number of arguments from a
wide variety of views. Unlike formal logic, natural language arguments are usually defeasible [34]. Conceptually, each argument
consists of a claim (conveying a stance on a topic) and reasons that
support (or attack) the claim. Argument search engines then try
to match the user’s query with the claims of their indexed arguments and present the respective reasons. While current argument
search engines do not support core elements of argumentative
discussions—like doubting answers, demanding explanations, or
specifying circumstances—progress in conversational search interfaces [21] promises to alleviate such limitations. Conversational
argument search may aim to inform the user, to back up the user’s
stance, or it may follow the Socratic method, questioning their stance.
Moreover, advances in speech recognition and synthesis have made
argument search by voice feasible, allowing for intuitive interaction by leveraging the experience of human-human discussions we
engage in daily. However, a discussion of use cases for argument
search is missing and argument search systems have mostly been
evaluated through topic-coverage and precision [27, 33]. Systems
are thus build under an unproven assumption of usefulness.
We here present the first studies on how users expect to, want to,
and actually do interact with an argument search system, namely
through a voice-based and conversational interface. Specifically, we
detail two user studies: an online survey with 500 valid participants
on expectations for motivations, situations, and desirable features
for voice-based and conversational argument search, and a user
study with a simulated system and 18 participants aiming at insights
into actual behaviors and perceptions of using the ’system’.
We found that voice-based argument search is expected to (1) be
useful to convince others and to come to decisions, but also for
entertainment, (2) be used mainly at home, both when alone and
with friends, and (3) to provide conversational features, like specific
information and reasons on request. While not all argumentative
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INTRODUCTION

information needs require a voice-based and conversational interface, such an interface is useful in many situations and can be built
on top of display-based ones. Our work focuses on voice-based
conversational interfaces and presents results that can be applied
directly in their development. But several findings are applicable to
display-based argument search as well, conversational or not.

2

BACKGROUND

This paper is the first to combine advancements in the three separate fields of argument mining, conversational search, and voicebased interfaces. The implemented procedure of data collection and
analysis is largely inspired by previous voice interaction research.

2.1

Argument Search on the Web

In pioneering work on argument search, Rahwan et al. [22] proposed the World Wide Argument Web: a semantic, web-based,
browsable graph of interconnected arguments that was implemented later on [5]. However, separated from the World Wide
Web, this web requires volunteers to grow, which limits its size.
The first argument search engine that indexes arguments from
web pages was implemented in 2017: Wachsmuth et al. [33] mine
and index arguments from debate portals and present pro- and conarguments for topics entered in a search box.1 Stab et al. [27], on the
other hand, index heterogeneous web pages entirely, and identify
arguments at query time using machine learning.2 The approach by
Levy et al. [16] is similar, but no web service is made available. In all
these cases, the authors claim to achieve high coverage of relevant
topics. These systems thus, to some extent, fulfill the promise of
instant access to the wealth of arguments available on the web.
Recently, the first user-centered evaluation of argument search
was conducted [20]. The authors evaluated the argument relevance
as well as rhetorical, logical, and dialectical quality. However, it
remains unclear whether these metrics actually correlate with actual usefulness. Moreover, some use cases for argument search
go beyond classical information retrieval evaluation, for example
fostering information-literacy [26] or making meaning [24].
Industry also took first steps towards argument search. In 2018,
Microsoft announced to answer argumentative queries to their
search engine, Bing, with a juxtaposition of web pages in favor and
against.3 We are not aware of any evaluation of this functionality.
The voice-based conversational argument search proposed in
this paper would likely be implemented on top of the search engines
discussed above. Indeed, most indexing and retrieval pipelines of
the conceptualized system would be identical to existing ones, and
APIs of search engines could be used to leverage their power.

2.2

Conversational Search

Conversational search is currently widely regarded as one of the
most important topics in information retrieval [7], as it allows
the user to formulate complex information needs stepwise and intuitively [21]. However, current conversational assistants fail to
keep up with this promise, and users thus restrict their usage to
1 https://www.args.me;

API: https://www.args.me/api-en.html
2 http://www.argumentsearch.com/
3 https://blogs.bing.com/search-quality-insights/february-2018/Toward-a-MoreIntelligent-Search-Bing-Multi-Perspective-Answers

simple commands far away from natural language [17]. Indeed,
most advances in conversational systems do not directly apply to
a search setting, but are integrated in rather specific chat-bot settings [36, 37]. The theory of information seeking dialogues exists
for decades [3]. However, research in conversational information
seeking still mainly uses mock-ups [32] or observes human dialogues [29, 30] to better understand how the theory could be put into
practice. Moreover, current information retrieval metrics require
a single result list per query, which does not apply to conversations [13]. On the other hand, general guidelines for interaction
design with artificial intelligence systems were developed [1], which
can assist in the design of conversational search systems.
Though conversational search is in its infancy, advantages of a
conversational interface for argument search are already apparent.
Specifically, the five properties of a conversational system [21]
are all helpful in argument search: argumentative questions often
depend on the context they arise in. Hence, a system that helps the
user to express their need (property: user revealment), for example
by asking for clarification (mixed initiative) and building knowledge
on the user (memory), seems especially useful. Furthermore, since
users will only use an argument search engine they trust, it is
important that the system communicates its capabilities (system
revealment) to avoid failing to live up to the user’s expectation [18].
To establish trust, a system should also present counter-arguments,
and thus has to reason about argument sets (set retrieval).

2.3

Voice-based Search

Voice-based search is used widely: In 2016, about 20% of all queries
from Android phones came via voice.4 Especially when compared
to touch-based search, voice input is much faster [23]. Recently,
researchers started to analyze voice-only search for situations without a display [12, 29]. This is particularly relevant for argument
search, as arguments are needed throughout daily life. But while
voice-enabled smartphones and watches become ubiquitous, keyboards are not. Furthermore, voice interfaces allow for an intuitive
interaction as people are used to ask for arguments verbally [18].
However, current voice assistants fail to communicate their capabilities and to live up to user’s expectations [17]. Despite decadelong efforts in dialogue research, a generic evaluation framework is
missing, and may not be feasible at all [10]. The problem lies in the
diversity of situations in which voice-based interfaces may be used.
Results obtained in an office (e.g., [28]) might not apply to a domestic or outdoor setting. Evaluation frameworks usually assume a
user who is dedicated to the task, but voice-based interfaces allow
for quick task-switching and simultaneous other activities. Thus,
user satisfaction is insufficient as sole performance yardstick [10].
This work builds on these insights in order to present results on
why, when, and how people expect voice-based and conversational
argument search to be useful, followed by a detailed study of the
actual user behavior in one especially relevant search context.

2.4

User Studies of Voice Assistants

In the field of HCI, a number of studies have emerged on how
voice assistants are used in real-life contexts [17, 19, 25]. Audio
4 https://www.forbes.com/sites/miguelhelft/2016/05/18/inside-sundar-pichais-plan-

to-put-ai-everywhere/

If voice-based argument search were available for you today, how likely would you be to use it. . .
Example setting: You are sitting alone at the breakfast table at home and are reminded by the news about an important election in your country next week.
You ask your voice assistant to give pro and con arguments for specific parties to help you make a final voting decision.
. . . alone at home
. . . to make a voting decision

Extremely likely
⃝
⃝

Very likely
⃝
⃝

Somewhat likely
⃝
⃝

Not so likely
⃝
⃝

Not at all likely
⃝
⃝

don’t know
⃝
⃝

Figure 1: Examplatory question for the likeliness of using voice-based argument search in specific situations and motivations.
records and logs are used to reveal how current devices are made
accountable and embedded into everyday social situations [19] or
to identify task categories and temporal patterns [9]. Such analysis,
however, raises privacy concerns [11]. Lab studies have found how
task/goal types determine factors for user satisfaction (e.g., task
completion versus effort) [14]. Wizard of Oz methods are employed
to determine how users would naturally interact with speech interfaces, revealing behavior such as the use of implicit conversational
cues rather than direct questions [31]. User studies with simulated
systems, like in this paper, circumvent current technological limitations but still elicit valuable insight into how users would interact
with the next generation of devices, thereby informing their design.

3

SURVEYING USER EXPECTATIONS

So far, a voice-based, conversational argument search system exists
as concept only. Many questions are yet to be answered regarding
use cases, user profiles, or the presentation of retrieved arguments.
We hence conducted an online survey to learn about plausible
motivations and situations for using voice-based argument search,
as well as expected functionality, of a wide population.
The survey contains questions on participants’ background as
well as their opinion on motivations, situations, and features for
voice-based argument search. In order to familiarize participants
with argument search engines, the survey referred them to an
example result page of the args.me web service. For the survey, we
adopted questions and answers of the widespread product testing
and service market research surveys of SurveyMonkey,5 for which
they claim a total usage of more than 100,000 times. The survey
design was informed by a local pilot with 6 participants and one
that we distributed via mailing lists, reaching 90 participants.
In order to reach a diverse sample, participants were hired via
the Mechanical Turk marketplace.6 We selected the 11 countries
with an own Amazon Alexa localization, so that we can assume a
general knowledge of voice assistants. Still, we specifically required
participants to have heard of voice assistants in the task description.
Unfortunately, only five Mexicans took part in our survey, whom
we exclude for sake of comparison. Furthermore, we exclude 6 participants who checked the highest or the lowest rating for at least
70% of the questions. Refilling excluded participants, we collected
the opinions of 50 unique participants each from Australia, Brazil,
Canada, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, UK, and USA. On average,
participants required 12 minutes to complete the survey. Following
ethical guidelines, we paid participants the average minimum wage
of their country. The answers are published in anonymized form.7
5 https://www.surveymonkey.com
6 https://www.mturk.com/
7 All

resources of this paper are available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3490947

Of the 500 final participants, most use voice assistants either
frequently (46%) or rarely (45%). Moreover, 1% identified as nonbinary, 32% as female, and 67% as male, while most reported to be
between 18 to 30 (55%), 31 to 49 (37%), or 50 to 64 (6%) years old.

3.1

Expected Situations and Motivations

In which situations would people utilize voice-based argument
search, and with what motivations? Understanding the scope of
use is important to inform development of voice-based argument
search systems. Voice-based interfaces are useful when typing is
inappropriate or impossible, but in some situations their use may
feel socially awkward. Moreover, different situations and motivations lead to different kinds of questions. For example, people may
ask “why should I . . . ?” rather in private. On the other hand, while
discussing with others one might ask a voice-based system to provide (counter-)arguments. Additionally, situation and motivation
influence how results should be presented. Is it better to provide an
overview of the retrieved arguments, or just a single key argument?
Would users attempt to get silly answers by asking silly questions?
In order to better understand in which situations and for which
motivations someone would use voice-based argument search, we
collected participants’ expectations for six exemplary scenarios.
Specifically, we asked participants to imagine themselves in some
specific situation/location with some specific argumentative information need (cf. Figure 1). For both, they should rate their likeliness
of using voice based-argument search on a five-point scale with the
option to specify “don’t know.” Table 1 shows the combinations of
motivation, situation, and audience employed in the final survey.
For situations, we use the categorization of Efthymiou and Halvey
[8] by location and audience. While the original paper distinguishes
six location and six audience categories—when combined, resulting
in 36 different situations—we merged related location and audience
categories (e.g., with partner, family, friends) and dropped edgecases for argument search (e.g., while driving) to keep the survey
length manageable. We decided to use the location categories “at
home”, “at work”, and “in public”, as well as audience categories
“alone”, “with friend”, and “with strangers”. As some combinations
of location and audience would be similar (e.g., work-alone and
public-alone) or edge-cases (home-strangers), we used only six of
the nine possible combinations to shorten the survey (cf. Table 1).
Figure 2 visualizes how participants of the online survey rated
their expected use of voice-based argument search in the selected
situations. We highlight three observations:
Observation: People do not expect to use voice-based argument
search in the presence of strangers. Our participants’ expectations
corroborate related findings for search on smartwatches [8]: As
Figure 2 stresses, many would not use a voice-based system around

Table 1: Combinations of situations and motivations that
were employed in the online survey as shown in Figure 1.
Situation

Motivation

Home, alone
Work, strangers
Public, alone
Work, friend
Public, strangers
Home, friend

0.37

entertain myself

Alone at home/make a voting decision
In front of customers/convince my colleague
Alone in the park/entertain myself
At work with a friend/convince my friend
In a crowded store/make a buying decision
At home with a friend/have fun with a friend

0.36

0.30

make a buying decision

Example in survey (Situation/Motivation)

Decide on sth.
Convince sb.
Entertainment
Convince sb.
Decide on sth.
Entertainment

have fun with a friend

0.36

0.20

convince my friend

0.29

0.18

convince my colleague

0.09

0.0

0.2

0.09
0.14

0.30

0.25
0.16

0.21
0.29

0.26

0.11

make a voting decision

0.18

0.34

0.18

0.28

0.4

0.08

0.17

0.25

0.6

0.08
0.13
0.22

0.8

1.0

Proportion of participants
extremely likely
home, alone

0.26

home, friend

0.27

public, alone
work, friend

0.26

0.15

0.07

0.18
0.17

0.0

0.31
0.19

0.19

0.2

0.4

0.11

0.19

0.8

1.0

Proportion of participants
extremely likely

very likely

somewhat likely

not so likely

not so likely

not at all likely

0.07

0.26
0.33

0.6

somewhat likely

Figure 3: Expected likeliness of using voice-based argument
search for different motivations.

0.08

0.19

0.29
0.24

very likely

0.08

0.23
0.27

0.28

0.09

0.24

0.37

0.17

public, strangers
work, strangers

0.38

not at all likely

Figure 2: Expected likeliness of using voice-based argument
search in different situations.
strangers. In the comments, participants told they would feel embarrassed, afraid of poor answers, or—at work—unprofessional.
Observation: Most people can imagine using voice-based argument
search when at home. Most participants saw it at least as somewhat
likely for them to use a voice-based argument search system at
home (Figure 2), either with a friend (87%) or alone (88%). More
than 25% even saw their use in such situations as extremely likely,
which shows the potential impact of voice-based argument search.
Moreover, for many participants, usage at home is more likely
than elsewhere. Controlling for audience, i.e. comparing the ratings
for “home-alone” to “public-alone” and for “home-friend” to “workfriend”, about 21% of participants prefer both situations at home
over the respective other, similar to search on smartwatches [8].
Observation: Some people prefer using voice-based argument search
alone, others with a friend. A closer inspection of the ratings revealed
two groups of participants with distinct preferences: 55% of the
participants who rate usage at home alone as extremely likely
do rate usage with a friend less likely. On the other hand, a very
similar amount (57%) of those who rate usage at home with a friend
as extremely likely, rate usage alone less likely. Therefore, some
participants would use voice-based argument search when alone,
about the same amount of participants would rather use it together
with others, and yet another group would use it in both situations.
At first glance, this seems to contradict results from a study on
search on smartwatches, where usage alone was clearly prefered
over when together with friends [8]. But different to that study, our
scenarios contain situations where the participants would use the
voice assistant together with their friend, not just in their presence.
We categorized motivations according to a respective categorization of argumentative texts as persuasive (i.e., changing the stance
of someone else) or deliberative (i.e., weighing options of a decision)

[34]. We thus distinguish between convincing somebody and deciding on something. Moreover, as fun is often part of voice-based
interfaces [10, 17, 18] and has a place in online discussion forums,8
we include entertainment as a third category of motivation. Figure 3
shows how participants of the online survey rated their expected
likeliness of use of voice-based argument search for the selected
motivations. We highlight two observations:
Observation: People expect voice-based argument search to be entertaining. Most participants rated their use of voice-based argument
search for the two scenarios with entertainment motivations as
extremely or very likely (73% and 66%; cf. Figure 3). Moreover,
91% of participants see the use case to have fun with a friend at
least somewhat likely. Entertainment thus seems a major factor
attracting users to voice-based argument search systems.
In addition, 179 participants (36%) specified their use for at least
one entertainment case as strictly likelier than all non-entertainment cases. Therefore, it seems that entertainment scenarios can
attract people to an argument search system that would otherwise
not use it, perhaps because they would mistrust the technology.
Observation: People can imagine using voice-based argument search
both for making a decision and for convincing others. Using a voicebased argument search system in order to make a voting decision
was seen as likely by the least participants. Indeed 22 participants
gave a comment that they would mistrust the software and question the bias of the algorithm or company. For comparison, only
one participant said they would fear to be spied upon in their voting decision. Nevertheless, although many regard voting as an
identity-defining decision (in the comments, participants call it
“very personal”, “mine at all cost”, or “mine alone”), some can imagine to use it as one of several sources of information (specifically
mentioned in 9 comments, especially “to get initial info” or “an
initial overview”). Therefore, the participants rated a use for this
decision still more likely than a use at work with a stranger (cf. Figure 2). Thus many participants expect such a system to be useful for
basic argumentation tasks. However, they clearly see a difference
in what to decide on or whom to convince: Figure 3 shows that
more participants would use such a system for buying decisions
(which most participants probably use the Internet for already)
than for voting decisions, and more for convincing a friend (who is
presumably more forgiving) than for convincing a colleague.
8 E.g.,

http://www.debate.org/opinions/funny/

Overall argument search
in general
voice-based

0.21

0.44

0.12

Conversational requests
source
evidence

0.32

0.48

0.33

Entertainment
argument find game

0.11

0.34

0.23

0.10
0.11

0.28

0.38

0.15

0.28

0.18

0.29

0.20

0.30

0.31

0.25

0.2

0.09
0.09

0.25

0.42

0.11

0.0

0.20
0.22

0.46

0.10

0.08

0.15

0.38
0.38

User collaboration
add own argument
rate argument

0.11

0.30

0.27

Argument retrieval requests
0.17
pros or cons for aspect
0.14
aspect overview
0.13
pros or cons

Baseline request
number of pros + cons

0.22

0.40

0.4

0.19

0.26

0.6

0.8

0.07

0.07

0.10

1.0

Proportion of participants
definitely need

probably need

neutral

probably don’t need

definitely don’t need

Figure 4: Appreciation of possible features of a voice-based
argument search engine. Feature categories added in bold.

3.2

Expected Functionality

Which functionality would people expect or desire a voice-based
argument search system to have? Answers to this are useful to
determine key functionality (red route tasks). While additional features are usually not negative—especially in a voice-based interface
where they would not “clutter” the interface—development time is
limited and developers have to focus on core features.
To better understand which functionality people expect or desire
in a voice-based argument search system, we collected participants’
expectations of how much they would need nine features and argument search in general in their life. The features include a barely
helpful baseline request, three core argument retrieval requests,
two conversational requests that inquire on arguments listed beforehand, two actions to collaborate on improving the system, and
an argument search game for entertainment (cf. Figure 4). For the
baseline request, we chose giving the absolute number of pro and
con arguments for a topic. Even though participants were instructed
to assume flawless implementation, a total number does not provide
much insight given arguments have different relevance. All features
should be rated on five-point scale, again with the option of “don’t
know”. Additionally, the survey asked participants to specify other
needed features. Argument search in general is seen as something
they definitely or probably need by 65% of participants. The fraction
is a bit less for voice-based argument search (52%), but still shows
a rather large interest. We highlight four additional observations:
Observation: People expect to converse with voice-based argument
search systems on arguments. More than half of participants state
to definitely or probably need the standard retrieval of pro and
con arguments that current argument search engines focus on (e.g.,
[27, 33]), but about two third do so for a deeper investigation of
retrieved arguments: getting evidence for, or source of the argument, which one participant even calls “essential for credibility.”
For voice-based argument search systems, where each information
element transmitted to the user requires them to listen for longer,
such information can only reasonably be provided on a per-request
basis. This requires a conversational system that keeps track of told
arguments to which the user could refer to in their next request.

Observation: People expect to be able to specify their information
need precisely. Another feature that is—albeit slightly—seen as
needed by more participants than the standard retrieval of pro
and con arguments is to do the same retrieval for specific aspects
of a topic. In contrast to the standard retrieval that can be used
to gain an overview of the most important arguments on a topic,
specifying an aspect would allow receiving more focused results.
An aspect overview is thus seen as needed by a similar amount of
participants. The focused results are especially useful if one already
has an overview of the arguments related to a topic and now wants
to dig deeper or explore controversial aspects. A focused search is
also helpful if the user wants to find an argument again. Indeed,
the idea of the aspect overview stems from one of the participants
in the pre-study that was distributed via mailing lists.
In this regard, several participants suggested additional ways to
state their information need more precisely. Suggestions included
restricting results to arguments from neutral or scientific sources,
to certain views or even a specific person. The participants thus
see a clear need for argument search to allow for precise questions.
Voice-based interfaces are especially suited for this, as they allow for
such specifications in natural language and thus without the need
to learn a specific query syntax or interface switches (cf. Section 2).
Observation: People would appreciate being able to contribute, but
see such functionality not as essential. Being able as a user to contribute to the search index was a bit less appreciated than the
standard retrieval of pro and con arguments. Motivations for contribution are not only altruistic: user ratings help the search engine to
provide argument lists that are more tailored to the user by employing recommendation technology. This would especially be relevant
for buying decisions (cf. Section 3.1). However, while there is some
appreciation, it is clearly not the focus of attention for users.
Observation: People would prefer the usual argument search for
entertainment over an argument find game. While entertainment
can be a motivation for about 90% of participants to use argument
search for (cf. Figure 3), only 35% of the participants would say they
need the option to play an argument game.

3.3

Expected Argument Ranking Factors

How should the retrieved arguments be ranked? Ranking is a core
mechanism of search engines and arguments allow for a variety of
ranking factors that need to be weighed against each other. In fact,
ranking gets even more important for voice-based interfaces, as
skimming results takes much more time than with visual interfaces.
While survey results cannot be expected to be directly translatable
into a ranking function, it is nevertheless useful to understand users’
expectations for the design of such a function.
In order to understand which factors are expected to influence
the argument result ranking, we asked participants to rate six factors on a 6-point Likert scale from most to least important. The
6-point scale allowed to specify a total ordering, but this was not
enforced. The factors were selected to both cover a variety of possible influences and contrast different ways to achieve a similar goal.
They included argument strength (determined by machine learning
or by user ratings), coverage (by aspects or by argument sources,
e.g., forum posts and editorials), source reliability, and recency.
Figure 5 illustrates the ratings. We highlight two observations:

source reliability
as rated by a community

0.50

argument strength
as rated by users

0.26

0.26

recency

0.33

0.21

source coverage
argument strength
as rated by an algorithm

0.14

aspect coverage

0.13

0.0

0.18

0.30

0.19

0.2

0.25

0.4

0.12

0.22
0.30

0.28

0.10

0.22

0.34
0.23

0.13

0.06
0.10
0.08

0.14

0.06

0.06

0.14

0.12

0.07

0.16

0.11

0.07

0.6

0.8

1.0

Proportion of participants
most important

least important

Figure 5: Desired importance of factors for ranking arguments in the result list.

Observation: People expect reliable arguments. The visually most
striking observation from Figure 5 is that half of all participants
value source reliability as most important. This result is impressive,
especially when considering that the suggested reliability measure
could be flawed: our suggestions derive reliability from the rating of
some (not further described) community. For comparison, a factor
with similar foundation, namely argument strength as rated by
users, was rated as much less important. We thus conclude that
argument reliability is the top concern for users.
Observation: People trust other users over algorithms. While 26%
of participants saw argument strength as rated by users as most
important, only 14% did so for the same measure as computed by
an algorithm. This is surprising, given we asked participants to
assume a flawless algorithm for strength prediction. Explanations
might thus be that many participants were confused by the term of
argument strength or that there is a general mistrust to strength
ratings provided by algorithms.

4

OBSERVING USER INTERACTIONS

While online surveys are well-suited to quickly collect opinions and
expectations, user studies that involve a working system provide
much more realistic and detailed data [18]. However, due to their
high time cost, user studies are usually limited to a few specific use
cases. In our user study presented below we focus on the situation
“alone at home”, which is, according to the online survey, one of
the preferred situations (see Section 3.1). We wanted to learn how
users would interact with a voice-only and conversational argument
search system, i.e., what kind of information is requested, how the
information is requested, and how users react to system actions.
In addition to observing the interactions with the system, we
wanted to analyze whether argument retrieval is done differently
if the task is to convince others versus for own decision making,
or, when it is beneficial or not to present an aspect overview. We
hypothesized that participants who seek arguments to convince
others focus more on arguments supporting their own opinion than
do participants who seek arguments for private decision making.
We thus created pairs of search tasks whose topic is identical within
the pair, but whose motivation differs within the pair (see Table 4).
We also picked up a suggestion from the online survey, namely, to
first provide an overview of the aspects of the retrieved arguments
along with the option to choose a subset that is then presented.

Since no such system exists at the moment, we simulated it with
a human in the loop who interacted voice-only with the participant,
who was seated in a separate room. This setup resembles Wizardof-Oz studies [32], except the fact that our participants were aware
of the simulation. To ensure consistency the simulation was always
done by the same person, and a detailed behavior guideline for the
human simulator was created up-front and extended during a pilot
study with two participants and the main study as necessary. All interactions were recorded and transcribed: The instructor presented
tasks to the participants, but then left them alone and sat next to the
simulator during interactions in order to take notes and to ensure
consistency. Participants were informed about the data collection
and gave consent for its usage for research. This procedure was
approved by our University’s privacy officer.
The study started with a privacy declaration, basic demographic
questions similar to those of the online survey, and an instruction
sheet. To bring all participants to a similar level, the instruction
sheet—besides giving an overview of the study structure—listed
example information they could ask for (e.g., arguments, argument
categories, further evidence, sources) as well as general voice assistant commands (e.g., “stop” and “help”). Additionally, it stated
that answers by the system may be made-up (since the information
asked might not be readily available). To avoid that participants
cling to these examples, we removed the sheet before the tasks.
Participants had to complete four argument finding tasks illustrated by a corresponding scenario each, namely one for each
combination of decide/convince and with/without aspect overview.
As some participants in the pilot had problems to imagine certain
scenarios, we offered six to pick from: in a first round, they selected
two from three tasks (buy an electric car, visit the zoo, study abroad),
and in the second round, two from three further tasks (stop eating
meat, support rights for conscious AI, support school uniforms).
Tasks were selected from the online discussion platform Kialo.9
We carefully selected tasks that are plausible for both decide and
convince motivations and that provide a reasonable number of
arguments and aspects. For half the participants, tasks in the first
round were phrased so as to decide for themselves and tasks in
the second round so as to convince a friend, whereas for the other
half of participants it was the opposite order (counterbalancing).
The aspect overview was provided only in the second task of a
round so that participants already experienced the “usual” system
when rating the overview. Participants were instructed that they
had 10 minutes to collect arguments until they were satisfied, but
no participant took longer than 8 minutes. The shortest of such
conversations took 96 seconds and is transcribed in Table 2 (a).
After each task, participants answered a short questionnaire
about their experience and—if the aspect overview was presented
in the task—their choice of aspects. Table 2 (b) shows an example of the aspect overview in a conversation. To assess the aspect
overview, they rated the system helpfulness, speed, pleasantness of
use, predictability, naturalness of conversation, and the structuredness of responses for the preceding task on a 5-point Likert scale.
To understand their use of the aspect overview, the questionnaire
also asked for their reasoning behind selection of aspects. Finally, a
post-study questionnaire asked for general feedback on the system.
9 https://www.kialo.com

18 participants completed the study. Since the study required
presence, these were recruited via mailing lists of our university,
which led to a younger sample: 72% were 18–30, and 28% were 31–49
years old. Less participants reported a frequent (17%) or rare (39%)
use of voice assistants than in the survey, so nearly half of participants (44%) had not used one beforehand. The gender distribution
has been similar though, with 67% male and 33% female participants. Like for the survey, the questionnaires and data—including
the coded transcript—are available publicly at the same place.

4.1

Interactions with the Simulated System

What information would users request from a voice-based argument
search system? How will they converse with the system? Where
the expectations collected in Section 3.2 target the value that users
see in features, the interactions observed in the user study provide
an idea of how often they would end up using such features.
To gain a quantitative overview of how participants interacted
with the simulated system, we categorized each turn of both participant and system. We utilized the categories employed by Azzopardi
et al. [2], but merged categories that were very similar for argument
search or occurred rarely. The categories used are: Generic (not related to search), Navigating (specify (participant) or acknowledge
(system) a topic or aspect), Inquiring (query for (participant) or offer
(system) more arguments or information on a specific argument),
and Revealing (provide feedback (user) or present arguments or
information (system)). While the inquire and reveal actions can be
approximately mapped to the QRFA-model of information-seeking
dialogues [30], generic and navigate actions fall outside of the scope
of that model as they are not directly related to gathering information. Table 2 shows example excerpts of some of the conversations
with utterances are marked with the respective category.
Table 3 provides an overview of interactions in terms of number
of actions per category and speaker. Note that there are far more
system actions than user actions as the system usually answered a
request and directly followed up with a suggestion of how to continue the conversation. We here focus on the actions of participants,
as these are the relevant ones for our analysis.
As Table 3 shows, about two third of the participant’s actions
were of information seeking nature. About a third of all actions
of the participants were inquiries for certain information. On inspection, we find that most of these are requests for arguments
(219 actions, 64% of all inquiring actions of the participants). Unexpectedly, they also often inquired for context information such
as definitions, product information, comparisons, statistics and research data (65 actions, 19%). Another 29 actions inquired a specific
aspect. However, only 20 actions (6%) inquired for evidence and
only 4 actions (1%) inquired the source. For illustration, Table 2 (c)
shows an excerpt of a conversation in which the participant inquired on both the source and further evidence for an argument
that was just retrieved for them. This is in stark contrast to the
high appreciation of these features in the survey (cf. Section 3.2).
Another third were revealing actions, where the participant either
confirmed or negated wanting to hear from a specific category,
from pro or con, or more retrieved arguments. The remaining third
were either generic actions to keep the conversation alive (14%) or
navigating actions to change the state of the system (22%).

Table 2: Transcripts of (a) the shortest conversation, (b) a category overview, and (c) an inquiry for source and evidence.
Labels denote speakers (Participant or System) and action
categories (Generic, Navigating, Inquiring, or Revealing).
P [Alexa.]G
S [Hello.]G
P [Hi,]G [is introducing school uniform helps students achieve better
grads?] N
S [Open Topic Students should wear School Uniform.] N [There are in total
11 pro arguments and 11 con arguments for this topic.]R [Which one do
you want to hear?]I
P [Pros, please.]I
S [First, having all students wear the same uniform helps create a sense that
you belong somewhere and maintain a good school either by culture or
spirit. Second, it makes all the children at a school equal no matter what
their family background or income is. Third, introducing uniform can
reduce crime in schools, especially violence and theft, partly due to better
discipline, but also because students no longer come to school wearing
desirable designer clothes.]R [Do you want to hear more arguments?]I
P [Can you please tell me some of the cons?]I
S [First, people who are forced to wear certain items, such as a head scarf,
to school will be pulled out of school. Second, rich kids can still show
expensive designer labels with watches or smartphones. Third, Uniforms
can actually lead to more violence, as they make students from rival
schools much more obvious in the street, which can increase bullying
and fighting.]R [Do you want to hear more arguments?]I
P [Oh, no thanks.]R [That was helpful.] N
S [Good Bye.]G
P [Bye.]G
(a)
P [Alexa, can you give me some arguments for school uniforms?] N
S [Open Topic Students should wear School Uniforms.] N [There are in total
5 categories related to this topic.]R [Do you want to hear arguments
related to Feeling of Belonging?]I
P [Are there more topics?]I
S [There are in total 5 categories.]R
P [Can you please name me the categories?]I
S [The categories are: Feeling of Belonging, Social Inequalities, School
Achievement, Crime and Violence and Expense.]R [Do you want to hear
arguments related to Feeling of Belonging?]I
P [Uhm. Yes.]R
S [Do you want to hear arguments related to Social Inequalities?]I
...
S [Do you want to hear arguments related to Expense?]I
P [No.]R
S [There are in total 2 pro and 3 con arguments for the category Feeling of
Belonging.]R ...
(b)
S ... [First, electric cars fight global warming better than hybrids.]R ... [Do
you want to hear con arguments?]I
P [No,]R [but I would like to hear the source of the first argument.]I
S [The argument is originated from the article of the portal faz.net.]R
P [Do you have any scientific research regarding this topic.]I
S [Do you want to hear evidence for this argument?]I
P [Yes.]R
S [Evidence that speaks for this argument is the study of Dr. Prof. Walter
Herbernikus in 2014, which showed that electric cars have a two times
better impact on global warming than hybrids.]R
P [Okay. Thank you.] N
(c)

Table 3: Categories of actions and amount of times the participants and the (simulated) system performed actions of
that category in the user study. Percentages are relative to all
actions by the participant and all actions by the system. Table 2 provides examples for each category transcribed from
conversations of the study.
Action categories

Number of actions

Name

Examples from category

Participant

System

Generic
Navigating
Inquiring
Revealing

Ask to/provide confirm(ation), help, repeat
Specify/use topic or aspect
Query for/offer pros, cons, more, source
Provide answers, feedback, information

143 (14%)
232 (22%)
312 (30%)
356 (34%)

149 (8%)
200 (11%)
622 (34%)
842 (46%)

1043 (100%)

1813 (100%)

Total

Table 4: Total number of participant-requests for pro and
con arguments for the 12 tasks of the user study.
Task
Motivation

Number of requests
Í
Pro
Con

Topic

Decide whether to
buy an electric car
Convince a friend to

28 (60%) 19 (40%) 47
30 (65%) 16 (35%) 46

Decide whether to
not visit the zoo
Convince a friend to

18 (50%) 18 (50%) 36
18 (72%) 7 (28%) 25

Decide whether to
study abroad
Convince a friend to

5 (38%) 8 (62%) 13
7 (41%) 10 (59%) 17

Decide whether to
stop eating meat
Convince a friend to

9 (41%) 13 (59%) 22
9 (53%) 8 (47%) 17

Decide whether to
support rights for conscious AI
Convince a friend to

7 (44%) 9 (56%) 16
12 (52%) 11 (48%) 23

Decide whether to
support school uniforms
Convince a friend to

15 (54%) 13 (46%) 28
17 (57%) 13 (43%) 30

4.2

Effects of Task Motivation

Is there a generic argument search behaviour or do people adapt
to a specific motivation? If they adapt, the search system could
use this to identify the motivation and in turn also adapt its own
behavior. For example, if the user looks for arguments to convince
someone, the system might want to return especially convincing
arguments to the user and focus less on coverage of sources.
Table 4 shows the number of pro and contra argument requests
for each of the twelve tasks of the study, grouped by topic. While
percentages vary significantly between topics, for all six topics, the
percentage of pro argument requests is higher if the task description
stated a motivation to convince a friend (of the pro-side) than when
it stated that participants want to make a decision. This observation
indicates that participants indeed adapt their search behavior to
motivation. However, the large variance between topics might make
it difficult to detect such changed behavior: where the pro-side was
requested between 38% and 60% when deciding for one self, the
increase when convincing others can be as small as 3%.

4.3

Effects of the Aspect Overview

How to present users the arguments they need quickly? While
vision-based systems can display several arguments in parallel and
thus allow for fast skimming, voice-based systems can only speak
one argument at a time. Methods to identify and skip irrelevant

arguments are thus of great interest for voice-based systems. For our
user study, we picked up the suggestion of a survey participant and
provide an overview of all aspects before the actual argument result
list (cf. Table 2b). The system would ask the participant for each
aspect of the topic whether the user would be interested, and—in
case not—remove the respective arguments from the result.
For a quantitative assessment, we compare ratings from the
post-task questionnaire between tasks with and those without the
aspect overview. The ratings were given on a five-point Likert
scale and map to [1; 5] (best to worst). This allows to compute the
average rating, µ, as well as the standard deviation, σ . Since our data
is ordinal and of pairwise observations, we resort to a one-sided
Wilcoxon signed-rank test [35] for significance testing.
While participants rated the system with aspect-overview as
significantly faster (p = 0.006; µ = 2.11, σ = 1.01 vs. µ = 2.33, σ =
1.01) and more pleasant to use (p = 0.001; µ = 2.17, σ = 1.08 vs.
µ = 2.31, σ = 1.09) than without, they did not rate it as more helpful
(p = 0.156; µ = 2.14, σ = 0.93 vs. µ = 2.19, σ = 1.01), more behaving
as expected (p = 0.055; µ = 2.11, σ = 1.01 vs. µ = 2.22, σ = 1.07),
more natural (p = 0.097; µ = 2.36, σ = 1.20 vs. µ = 2.53, σ = 1.16), or
more structured (p = 0.821; µ = 1.97, σ = 0.97 vs. µ = 1.89, σ = 0.75).
Furthermore, they would not recommend the system with aspect
overview more than the system without (p = 0.092; µ = 2.47, σ = 1.08
vs. µ = 2.44, σ = 1.03). Overall, differences in ratings are rather small.
However, on closer inspection of participants’ textual feedback,
we found that the aspect overview was useful for some, but annoying for others. Five participants were confused because the
arguments were not directly presented after selecting an aspect,
but only after all aspects were either selected or dismissed. Two
participants rated the overview as not helpful when there are only
few aspects, and thus less need for an overview (one topic had only
two aspects) and found it overwhelming if there were many aspects
(as much as nine). This feedback reveals major problems in our
design of the aspect overview, but also shows ways to handle these.

5

DISCUSSION

The observations from the online survey and user study provide
several noteworthy implications for the design of argument search
engines. Many implications apply—to some extent—not only to
voice-based, but also to display-based and multimodal argument
search (e.g., voice input mixed with visual and audio output on
smartphones). However, the following limitations apply.

5.1

Limitations

First, it is important to consider the time of this work: we expect
that voice-based interfaces, conversational search, as well as argument search will develop considerably within the next few years.
Thus the questions in the online survey had to be rather generic
so as to not depend on currently available technology. However,
in case the social acceptability of voice search changes (which is
likely, similar to how it has become quite normal to do phone calls
in public), the perceived convenience in different situations will
change too. Moreover, there is currently no system for voice-based
and conversational argument search, and thus survey participants
had to rely on their imagination. To ease this, we pointed them to
a functional argument search system and employed scenarios from

everyday life with a clear motivation of use. Pilot studies indicated
that participants could easily imagine themselves in these scenarios.
For the user study, we tried to cope with this by simulating the
system. Moreover, humans have argued for ages, with the principles
observed by Aristotle still being applicable. Especially for voicebased interfaces—which support and focus on natural interaction
(cf. Section 2)—predictions could be quite accurate.
A limitation specific to the user study is that it considers only the
situation home, alone. While this is the situation most participants
of the survey considered as convenient (cf. Section 3.1), other situations are plausible. Clearly, interactions will be different when the
device is used in the company or even in collaboration with others
(cf. [19]). However, we had to leave this up for future research.

5.2

Implications

A voice-based interface is considered as useful for all argument
search tasks that Section 3.1 discusses: more than half of the survey
participants stated for every motivation it to be somewhat likely
that they would use such an interface for it. However, we observed
a tendency towards considering argument search for less “critical” use cases, such as fun discussions and convincing friends. A
natural explanation is the still unproven quality and maturity of
argument search in general. As soon as search results turn out to
be useful and reliable, we expect people to become more open to
other motivations. In this regard, our analysis revealed that fun
discussions may help to motivate people to try out argument search.
However, providing support for fun discussions is double-edged,
since building trust in retrieval results is decisive for the success of
an argument search engine but difficult when being funny.
Currently, people expect voice-based argument search to be
useful mainly in private situations (Section 3.1). However, unlike in
a related study [8], our participants could easily imagine using such
a system when being in company of a friend. It may then become
necessary to feature speaker identification in order to allow for a
joint interaction with the system. However, this setting provides
many new challenges and opportunities for a conversational search
system, because the system would need to model several users
along with both their individual and their shared knowledge.
Section 3.2 showed that the source of arguments is seen as extremely important, and that an argument search engine should
provide and consider such information in its ranking. However,
users relatively rarely ask for the source when observed in an actual task scenario (Section 4.1). The expected importance of the
source relates with the current public discussion on what is usually
referred to as “fake news”: misinformation spread by dubious web
pages that present themselves as news publishers. The low number
of observed requests for an argument source may seem at odds
with the highly-rated importance. However, users of an argument
search engine would not check the source for arguments as long as
they intuitively judge these as plausible, which might be the vast
majority. Furthermore, our experimental setup might have caused
users to trust the “system” more than usual, given that they knew
it was prepared for the topic. Still, the ability to check the source
of counter-intuitive arguments may remain very important, even if
only used sporadically. Moreover, one could argue that the system
itself should notify the user if they may not trust the source.

Most importantly, as the system learns which sources the user
distrusts, should it exclude those from its results? Recent research
speaks in favor of such an approach: It has been found that people
trust sources more that share their own political attitude, even if
the source argues against the party line in that case [4, 15]. If, on
the other hand, a system has not adapted to the user’s distrust—as
for new users or ones that do not want the system to store data on
them, thereby preventing adaptation—it remains to be investigated
how an objective reliability judgment may be achieved.
Besides the importance of source reliability, several other implications can be derived from the ratings of ranking factors. The
strength of arguments—but only if judged by humans—is seen as
another very important criterium, which indicates a distrust in
algorithmic ranking. Moreover, recency of arguments is seen as
“most important” by 21% of the survey’s participants. However, to
the best of our knowledge, the creation or publication time of an
argument is not even discussed as a possible factor in the argument
search literature. Furthermore, while source and aspect coverage
are not the primary factors, they are still seen as most important
by 19% and 13%, which suggests the use of result list diversification
algorithms that already exist for traditional web search.
A finding with design implications for all conversational argument search systems is that the participants adjusted their requests to the motivation (deciding for themselves vs. convincing a
friend). The effect is probably not limited to difference in the relative number of pro and con requests shown in this paper, though.
Nevertheless, a detection of user motivation and adaptation of the
conversational systems seems thus feasible and reasonable.
Lastly, as our analysis of both desired functionality and actual
behavior showed, users expect several features from a voice-based
argument search engine that suggest a conversational interface. Desired functionality includes checking the retrieved arguments and
filtering results, whereas the observed behavior showed that methods to provide deeper information like encyclopedic definitions,
product information, or statistics would be well-appreciated. While
these features seem particularly useful for voice-based search, they
will likely benefit users of a display-based interface, too.

6

CONCLUSION

In recent years, research has produced several advancements that
put human discussions with machines into reach. While there are
still problems to solve—some identified in this work—the presented
paper analyzes how such discussions are expected to look like and
hence, (1) what designers of such systems need to pay attention to
and (2) which directions require further research.
Based on data from a forward-looking online survey with 500 participants from 10 countries and a focused user study with 18 participants, we have formulated 11 observations, centered around the
questions why, when, and how people expect to perform (voicebased) argument search. We found that voice-based argument search
is seen as useful for all argumentative information needs, in particular, when at home alone or together with friends. Furthermore,
it should be provided by a conversational interface for interactive
search refinement, it should retrieve and incorporate context information for the arguments at hand and, not at least, it should
especially focus on arguments from reliable sources.
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